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dedicated ramps provide safe
access on and off each TEXpress
Lanes segment.

Activate your HOV 50% discount
via the Drive On app 15 minutes
before taking the TEXpress Lanes.
Discounts are available when
traveling with a passenger during
peak hours.

View the current toll rates
displayed on signs before each of
the two tolling segments. You pay
only the current rate displayed on
the pricing sign before entering
each TEXpress Lanes toll segment,
even if the rate changes while
you’re driving.
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Toll Segment 2 begins at the
Northeast Loop 820/Airport
Freeway interchange and extends to
Industrial Boulevard.

I-820 Cross-Section

Once you enter a toll segment, you
will be charged. If you decide to
continue to the next toll segment,
you’ll see a pricing sign for the
second segment well in advance
to help you determine whether to
continue your trip on the TEXpress
Lanes, or exit.
Tolls pay for the expansion and
maintenance of not only the
TEXpress Lanes, but also the free
general highway lanes, frontage
roads and bridges in the North
Tarrant Express project.
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BUT WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
NTE Mobility Partners and TxDOT are
reconstructing a 10.1-mile stretch of I-35W
from downtown Fort Worth to US 287. The
I-35W corridor—a major north/south route
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feature fully rebuilt general highway lanes
and frontage roads, along with two new
TEXpress Lanes in each direction.
This project will relieve congestion and
improve safety for anticipated traffic
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Go with the flow. There are as many as 18 new or improved lanes to travel on.
With two TEXpress Lanes, three free general highway lanes and two or three
frontage road lanes in each direction, there is lots of room to go!

growth in one of the country’s fastest
developing regions.
Stay tuned for the opening of Phase 1
of the 35W project in late 2016!
of the 35W project in spring 2016!

DON’T LET TRAFFIC
CRAMP YOUR STYLE
TEXpress Lanes give drivers an escape
from frustrating stop-and-go traffic. Lanes
designed to keep traffic moving at a
minimum speed of 50 mph, even during
peak traffic times, are what you can expect
on the NTE TEXpress Lanes located in the
middle of Northeast Loop 820 and
SH-121/183 Airport Freeway. Variable
pricing—toll rates that fluctuate depending
upon the traffic level and time of day—
manages congestion. And congestion
management never goes out of style.

SEAMLESS CUSTOMER
SERVICE AND DEDICATED
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE

EASY BREEZY
Clearly marked, dedicated ramps
provide safe access on and off each
TEXpress Lanes segment. Current toll
rates displayed before each of the two
tolling segments help you choose your
travel plan. You pay only the current rate
entering each TEXpress Lanes toll
segment, even if the rate changes while
you’re driving. And you can save using a
TollTag, TxTag or EZ TAG, or pay by mail.

TollTag users pay the lowest rates and
TEXpress app, whereas ZipCash pay-by-

takes care of all billing and customer service
so drivers have a single point of contact for

The Drive On TEXpress app allows you

Need help jumping a dead battery or
changing a flat in the North Tarrant Express
corridor and NTE TEXpress Lanes?

to receive the HOV 50% discount on
NTE TEXpress tolls and other TEXpress

• Average and historic pricing charts
• Instructional videos
• Real-time roadway conditions
• Trip planning tools

Download our free app at
DriveOnTEXpress.com
and save 50% on your commute:

Contact Us:

WHAT’S SO
FASHIONABLE
ABOUT BEING…
LATE?
There’s nothing glamorous about
bumper-to-bumper traffic. Or the
anxiety that comes with keeping
one eye on the road and the other
on the clock.

NTETEXpress.com
North Tarrant Express
9001 Airport Freeway, Suite 600
North Richland Hills, TX 76180
877-525-3979

Taking the NTE TEXpress Lanes means
Dallas-Fort Worth commuters can get
where they need to go without all the
stress. Less congestion and predictable

Lanes in North Texas when traveling

rates of speed are your choice when

with passengers during peak hours.

traveling one of the busiest highway

Dedicated service vehicles staffed by our

Solo drivers are also eligible to

friendly, professional operations crew

receive discounts by participating

members can help you with any minor

in Drive On promotions. Sign up at

roadside emergencies 24/7.

DriveOnTEXpress.com and start saving.

CALL NORTH TARRANT EXPRESS
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE AT 817.614.8706

• Detailed entrance and exit maps

ACCESSORIZE WITH YOUR
TOLLTAG, YOUR DRIVE ON
APP AND SAVE!

mail customers pay 50% more.

payment and questions. Visit NTTA.org.

more information:

displayed on the pricing sign before

are eligible to register for the Drive On
Our partner, The North Texas Tollway Authority,

Visit NTETEXpress.com for

corridors in Northeast Tarrant County.
Tags Accepted:

Take the improved general highway lanes
on Northeast Loop 820 and SH-121/183

For billing questions, contact ntta.org
972-818-NTTA (6882)

Airport Freeway or the TEXpress Lanes,
which are designed to mantain a minimum
of 50 mph during peak traffic, and you’ll
arrive fashionably early.

